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PREAMBLE, COMMITMENTS AND ACTIONS

We die Governments of African countries, participating in the World
Conference on Natural'Disaster Reduction within the context of Interna
tional Decade for Natural Disaster Reduaion (IDNDR) represented by our
Ministers and Senior Officials responsible for Disaster Management and
Humanitarian Assistance, convened in Yokohama, Japan from 23 to 27
May 1994.

Contend the efforts being made so far in the implementation of the
activities of the Decade in Africa;

In presenting our Common Position, we recognize the importance of the
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (1DNDR) designated
by resolution 42/169 adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in
December 1987 and other relevant resolutions of the UN General
Assembly,

Also recognizing the contribution of IDNDR to the activities adopted by
the recent United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED);

Further recognizing the very important role of the African Ministerial
Conference on the Environment (AMCEN) in promoting the implemen
tation of IDNDR;

Note the lead role that is being played by the Organization of African Unity
and the collaboration it is receiving from agencies and entities of the
United Nations system, particularly the United Nations Economic Com
mission for Africa (RCA), the United Nations Department for Humanitar
ian Affairs (UNDHA) the United Nations Environment Programme

(UNEP) and the World Health Organization (WHO);

Appreciate, the important role pC our ^b-regionaj inter^overnmenia]

Ofgani^tions^panicularly the Intergovernmental Authority on Dht

ai|^eve!opmem(IGADP), Permanent iiiiefrStateCa^tteeo^ f
in uhe Sahel CGIISS), the Desert telecontrol Organization (PtCQ).

Southerri African Development Community (SAJCKO, the Arab Magjrl^b
Union (UMA) and various African centres of research and del
Also actively aware of the important role that the Non-Governmental

sector arid CommunityassociaUonsshould play and noting the significant

efforts that they have been making in support pf government efforts in
disasterreduction;

^

Conscious of the need topromote the fpjrit of disaster .^ireneis and

preparedness in our population, shall encourage the establishment of

dvU defence organizations particular at the community level, for the
purpose of disaster prevention and reduction.

PROBLEM DIMENSION

;.,,

V. We reaffirm that recurrent drought, iirational utilization of natural
VesoufceSi pestilence;flbods, wars, civil strife, landslide, vdcanic.eruption HaVd adversely affected the socio-economic condition in Africa, The
disasters lead to environmental degradation which is responsible for
immense human suffering, destruction of propertyt tnaeased mortality
rate, displacement and heavy dependence on food aid and impor|s,;-

2. We affirm that the dumping in Africa, or attempts to do SO; of
hazardous wastes and potentially toxic chemicals including agricultural
chemical is still a threat to the productivity of our ecosystems and a hazard
10 human health.

!

3. VTe deplore the persistence and increase in civil wars.and strife and
the resulting forced population movements of millions of refugees and
displaced persons which have exacerbated the problem of poverty,
thereby greatly reducing our ability to develop ihe capacity fot disaster
reduction and sustainanble development;

4. >Xpe recognize that disasters have resulted in political: unrest which
caused the marginalization of the region in global decision making and

International econorriic relation. Indeed disasters have seriously affected

the sbdo-econofruc performance of the African region to the extent that
the people aifected lack the ability to free themselves from the vidcxis
circle of poverty -' environmental degradation * poverty; We further
recognize thai the most hard Wt and most vulnerable segments c^ African
population include pregnant and wearing women, children the old and
the disabled;

5. We regret that almost mid-way through the decade, it is evident that
the objectives are known only to an insignificant proportion of the
national policy-makers and not at all to the ultimate beneficiaries; the
African population who suffer the effects of the disaster phenomena
mentioned above and that itis appropriate to examine the reason for this
gap in awareness and knowledge; ^

6. We have, in the preparation of our common position, been inspired
by the OAU Resolution CM/Res. 1565 CO adopted by the Third Confer
ence of African Ministers of Health and the 50th Session of the Council
of Ministers; and Resolution 645 (XXXHI) of the £CA Ministerial Confer
ence. Furthermore, we were inspired by OAU Resolution CM/Res.1253
(LI) adopted by the Fifty-first Ordinary Session of the Council held in
Addis Ababa in February 1990* and Resolution CM/Res. 1405.(LVD
adopted at the Fifty-six Ordinary Session in Dakar.Scnegal in June 1992.
7. We have also taken into consideration other relevant decisions
adopted arid/or endorsed by the OAU including the African Common
Position on Environment and Development adopted at the second
regional African Ministerial Preparatory Conference-for the United

Nations on Environment and Development; the Monrovia Declaration
(1979), the Lagos Plan of Action (1980), the critical experience that led to
the adoption of the African Priority Programme for Economic Recovery
(APPER) and the United Nations Programme of Action for African
Economic Recovery and Development (UN~PAA£RD), Af-SAP, the UNNADAF and ihe Treaty Establishing the African Economic Qomrnunity.

8. We have taken into consideration various 'initiatives and studies and
workshops on disaster management in Africa including the Guidelines for
a Plan of Action contained in the report of the OAU Secretary-General,
doc. CM/1586 (U) submitted to the Fifty-First Ordinary Session of the
Council in T990 as well as the 'initiative that came out of ihe international

coUoquium of Ouagadougou on the need and opportunity for an African
Humanitarian Initiative and which was presented to Fifty-eigrith Ordinary
Session of the Council of Ministers held in Cairo Egypt in June 1993, the
Bamako Convention, as well as other initiatives taken by sub-regional
EGOWAS.

9. We recognize the importance of addressing the following probSems:
i)

lack of institutional frameworks for disaster management at the
government and grassroots levels negaUvety affecting.possibilities
for liaising and cooperating with other regional and international
organizations with similar objectives Including national disaster
and relief organizations, Pan-African institutions, NGOs the UN
system, and social service organizations, and limits the formation
or strengthening of national relief and disaster management
agencies in African countries.

:

ii) Lack of specific policies and/or strategies to respond effectively to
disaster situations. As a result many African governments, institu
tions, people and professionals are not well prepared to <3ea! with
the complexity and magnitude of the disasters, their management
as well as coordination of humanitarian assistance.

iii) lack of measures to integrate disaster prevention and reduction
with the existing machineries for conflict management, prevention

and resolution, and to strategies for poverty eradication in the
context of sustainable development processes. There is also a

general lack of motivation to mobilize domestic htiman, material
and financial resources in support of disaster vi&Lnris;

iv) Lack of appropriate measures to streamline the collection and
dissemination of information on disaster, as a basis for develops
ment and environmental planning ^and public; awareness pro
grammes, and specifically their management is often haphazard,

sectoral, uncoordinated and unsystematic. The ideneification of
African expert* as well as professional volunteers in disaster

management in Africa, and the exchange of information re.
experiences among African countries is sever

absence of a Network';

v) insufficient training programmes and workshops in disaster man
agement, and relief operations - especially training facilities to

build up capacities at 'grassroots' levels (NGOs) - is severely
affecting the implementation and maintenance of disaster reduc
tion programmes at the community level.

10. We also recognize that recent disasters on the continent have

manifestly demonstrated that there are inadequate policies or strategies
to prevent and respond lo disasters. Disaster management is not yet

generally regarded as an integral part of the existing machineries for
conflict management, prevention arid resolution, and to strategies for

poverty eradication in the context of sustainable development processes

11. We re-afTirm our determination and resolve to ensure that corrective
measures and mechanisms are put in place to address these limitations
at all levels especially the integration of disaster management policies and
strategies into national development plans in order to ensure an inte
grated and coordinated approach to disaster management and humani
tarian assistance.

CURRENT STRATEGIES ANO OBSTACLES

12. We are aware that an effective strategy for disaster management must

emphasize vulnerability reduction and must take comprehensive per

spectives'"of long term environmental and developmental issues. To this

end, we'shall address issues related to environment, poverty reduction

and'development especially in the context of integrating preventive

aaion against disaster occurrence and prior planning for combating
disaster with a, view to achieving sustainable development.

13. In presenting the African Common Position, we, therefore, wish to

erophasiie, among other things, the imperative need for the African

countries to look at emergency and disaster issues from a new perspective

that would ensMre'the necessary shift from ad hoc shori-temi approaches
to medium and long-term planned policies; strategies, programmes and
activities. Furthermore, ine1 purpose "of "this Gommon■■'Position is to
facilitate the identification of what Africa should do in order to participate

more effectively in the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduc

tion (IDNDR) and the contribution of the region in che World Conference
on Natural Disaster Reduction to be held in Yokohama, Japan from 23 to
27 May, 1994.

14 In this regard we re-affirro our determination to strengthen existing
national IDNDR Committees, and establish them where they do not exist
with a view to ensuring monitoring of activities at national, sub-reg.onal
and regional levels.

ELEMENTS OF NEW STRATEGICS . ,

V r

■ ,

15 We recognize that the lessons of the past fourdecadeshave
demonstrated that effective popular participation of benenciaries of rural
and urban community programmes is indispensable to the success of
disaster prevention and reduction; there is a need for a strategy which
compels change agents to interact: with all end benendaries.ami that

planners should present the integrated view to disaster prevention and
reduction;

16 .Vtfe recognize that population policies, natural resources manage-

ment food security and technological constraints require proper and

better anention; These elements of strategy should also address populav

Uon growthi land tenure and rural/ urban migration to avoid urban
congestions and focus more sharply on rural development.

17 We recognize tliat women constitute over 50% of our .human
resources and are partners in disaster reduction as well as in development.
In time of crisis women bear extra burden and responsibility, National
authorities should remove all legal and social impediments against
women's full participation in decision-making.
■'■■

■'•■■"';<•-

18 We wish to strengthen collaboration between governments and Non

governmental organizations as well as the donor community to,ensure

effective coordination at all levels of disaster management and humaiylarian assistance. Furthermore our strategy is to ensure and incorporate
measures for effective coordination of foreign aid and related to coord*,
nation of humanitarian assistance in dKister affected regions.

19 In order tp evolve a viable strategy for disaster management, and

humanitarian assistance there is an imperative needtoerisure thai relative
peace exists in areas prbne to disaster. In-this regard, existing machinery

and/or measures for conflict resolution need to be put in place where d>ey

do not exist. Moreover good governance based on democraUc principles
is essential in disaster reduction, together with decentralization of

decisions arid resources, and free circulation of information. It is also
essential to ensure prc*ectioriof human rights and dignity, as tunclaraenta?
prindples in soda! development and humanitarian assistance.

.

20 It is our conviction that self-reliant development requires, and indeed,
demands universally in Africa, the politics of consent and consensus, the
politics of conviction and commitment, and the politics of compassion

and accountability. By involving people in the process by which policies

are develGped, Ustening^what they have to say. and adapting the

approach of the leadership and government, in the light of all these.

21 \*'e recognize that arid lands are rapidly spreading South of Sahara at
an accelerated desertification and shift of ecological zones. TTiere is an

imperative need for ihc African countries to look at emergency and

disaster issues from a new perspective and shift from ad hoc short-term
approaches to medium and long-term planned policies and strategies.

Indeed the ad hoc approaches should be replaced by more systematic

and coordinated medium and ;long4erm strategies at the coiiirnuruty,'

local, national, sub-regional, regional and mternatipnatleyels

22 Such strategies should provide the necessary framework for Africa to
take its responsibility for emergency management in fthe countries of the

region with a view to ensuring cost effectiveness and the full integration
of humanitarian assistance into national strategies fpr environment and
development. Additionally .disaster management on the continent shoUld

be linked to the existing regional machineries for conflict management,
prevention and resolution. To this end, polides for disaster management

in Africa should be conceived not only in ihe context of environment and
development planning, but also in the context of conflict resolution and
sustainable devefepnicnt. It should be realized that disaster occurrence

is a dyfidrnicahd uncertain process. The governmental framework for
dtostef management should therefore exhibit potential for change and
growth

As knowledge of disaster management grows, competence

improves and provincial and local communities develop self-rel.ance.

Strategies regarding; disaster reduction -should therefore > take these
integration a^petts into consideration-iwith a view to attaining selfcolleciive reliance arid sustainable development
2$. In irnpleraenting the programmes and activities identified under our

Cornmori Position., we recognize that the; major resource of Africa is

people. Indeed.the matotasks confronting many African national authorities are to arrest brain-drain and to create conditions tp enable them to
folly applyitheir energy* skiUs and creativity for their own benefit and for
the benefit of their countries. ^Hidse conditions should, first and forefwpst,
aim at eiahandng the people's participation in the: dedsion-n^king
process on matters aiTecting their welfare.
Lf •:
,
24. In this regard, we wish io stale that Africa is now, more than ever,

inclined to look-inward 4© exploit its abundant heritage o.f .traditional
knowledge intrinsic in Africa'scultural values w&ch have been dismissed
throughout Africa's history as un-sdentiilc and inappropriate in develop
ment process.

25. We are convinced that it, is not only e :onomic but also a human, legal,
political and social, ns well manifested not .only in abysmal declines in

economic indicators and trends^ but more tragically and glaringly in the
suffering, hardship and impoverishment of the vast majority of African

people. At the same lime, the political context of socio-economic
development has been characterized, in many instances, by an overcentralization of power and impediments to effective participation of the
overwhelming majority of the people in sodal political and economic
development.

recognize that the political context ofsodo-economic develop
ment has been characterized, in many instances, by massive export pf

priniiry renewable and non-renewable resources and by over-centraliza
tion of power and inif>ediments to effective partidpation of overwhelmrity of the people in social, political and economic development.

cieshave resulted in a continuous dn in of human resources and
degradation of the natural resources and ultimately lead to poverty and

lowering of the quality of life.
27 VC'c recognize that democratization, good governance and the piolec-

tion of human rights are of fundamental importance in formulating

effective policies and strategies for disaster management and intend to

work towards that goal especially, in thecontext bf our ove-ndl objective

of achieving sustainable development and enyir6njmental protection and
rehabilitation..

20. We recognize that it is the government *s role to provide leadership and
guidance to disaster rnanagernent as part of the overall develof>riiental
and enyironnientaJ management process, through policies and strategies
for planning, implementation and management, and by setting examples

of disaster reduction practice in all that they da However, the planning,
implementation and-maintenance of disaster reduction rirogranirhes are

so gigantic that the Kill cooperation of almost everyone, every agency,

every voluntary organization, industry, or government department within
their own capacities will be necessary to enable the government to give
the^equired leaderslup. The essential task of government is to recognize

the above pptential, respond to initiatives, allocate responsibilities and
coordinate effort where necessary.

29. We also recognize that it is in the interest of all parties involved that
NGOs and the private .sector complement the governments activities for
Disaster Reduction. This-irnpli.es -due attention to gender and minority
issues, and full participation in policy and decision- making, planning
implementation and maintenance of 'grassroots' organizations at all levels
will.be crucial. OAU should, in dose cooperation with the national, sur>
regional and regional organizations, take active steps in this respect to
help sensitizing the conscience of African individuals, organizations and
governments for a greater involvement of Africans in humanitarian
activities.

30. We re-affirm our conviction that development of the continent is, first
and foremost, the sole responsibility ofthe African people themselves at
the same lime uSe international comniuruty has a moral responsibility to

come to the assistance of the distressed peoples wherever iney may be
in our global village dominated by an asymmetrical and hierarchical
power structure which we have always aspired to change and replace it
with an equitable New World Order.
;

31. In the preparation of this Common Position we were guided by six
elements ofa strategy tp deal with disaster management and humanitarian

assistance in Africa. Such elements include:

,.'."...-'

(0 an integrated approach to disaster management and humanitarian

assistance, especially the;coprdinaUon ofinternational aid for
disaster management and humanitarian assisunce;

<ii) Good GovemanccespeciaUy.the protection of human and peo

ples rights as an imperative necessity in disaster prevention,
preparedness and response;

(iii)The role of people's participation in Africa's recovery and devel
opment efforts;

'

(iv)The need to cooperate with aU;concerned: the donor community,

international institutions, NGOs, grass-root organizations and the
people, in order to strengthen measures or establish ones where
they do not exist, to curb rural/urban migration especially by
focusing on policies and strategies for rural development;

^

(v) measures and mechanisms must be put in place to reduce or
eradicate technological disasters through the formulation of indus
trial safety legislations and codes, VChere development depends

almost solely on technology transfer, safety and health in the

technological process-will depend on several factors, which
include: capital base, the type of technology transferred, the mode
on transfer, indigenous institutional capacity for post audit assess
ment arid monitoring;

(vi) the mobilization of domestic resources for funding activities as

well as projects and programmes related to the IDNDR and the
World Conference especially, through tfce establishment of a Trust
Fund thai may be linked to the OAU special emergency assistance
fund for Drought and Famine in Africa.

EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIVITIES

3?. To monitor and evaluate the progress in the implementation of the
recommendations contained in this Common Position and oiher relevant
documents related to disaster management and humanitarian assistance

in Africa we have decided to establish a PAN^AFRICAN TASK-FORCE

under the OAU in collaboration with \('HO/EPR ECA, UNDO, UNEP and

other interested UN system organizations who may also wish to contrib
ute to the establishment of the TRUST FUND, and to look Onto, the

powibiiityofraulil^istfp^

and preparedness in accordance with the specific OAU resolutions,

33 In order to ensure effective implementation of the decisions of the

iDNDIt and tHe World Conference and in Order to coordinate our policies
and strategies to ensure cost effectiveness and higher sodo^pnpmic
impact towards sustainable development, we have decided to adopt the

following ACTION PIAN, identifying four broad prioritya*eas for disaster
reduction in Africa:

(i). identification and gathering of information on hazard, and vulner
ability areas arid resources towards a comprehensive mapping of
disaster-prone areas.

'j

;

CiO Development and strengthening of institutional hum an resource

capabilities and capacities at national, sub-regionaJ and regional
levels for disaster prevention and reduction

.,.-,...

(iii) Development and strengthening of the political commitment and

the technical capacities for the integration of disaster prevention
and reduction into national development plans and programmes.

(iv) Development of appropriate coordinating mechanism for pro

grammes and activities to prevent the causes and limit the. effects
from disasters in Africa

34, Determined to prornote collective intra-African action in the imple

mentation of thesepriorityareas aimedat prevention and reduction in the
region and contribute to alleviating the global burden of disasters, Africa
shall strengthen the capacity of the Secretariat of the Organization of
African Unity to enable it coordinate the various activities of relevant subregional and regional iruer-governmental organizations in disaster pre
vention and reduction.

We cormnit ourselves to ensure good governance truovgh democratiza

tion and the empowerment of the people in order to reap the full benefits
of practical and effective popular participation in development and
thereby disaster reduction.

The "Pian of Action" identifies specific critical areas, programmes and
activities that must be addressed both in the context of the IDNDR and
the Worid Conference in Yokohama. Hie "Plan of Action" lakes into

account short, medium and long term perspectives in the implementation

Uon of the international donor community on the Impact of natural and
man-made disasters in Africa as a well as their implication in the

transformation of recovery of the African economy. In order to ensure

effective implementation of the decisions of the IDNDR and the World

Conference and in order to coordinate our policies and strategies to

ensure cost effectiveness and higher socio-economic impact towards
sustainable development, we have decided to adopt the following
ACTION PLAN, identifying three broad priority areas for disaster reduc
tion in Africa:

(i) identification and gatheringofinformation on hazard, and vulner

ability areas and resources towards a comprehensive mapping of
disaster-prone areas,

GO Development and strengthening of institutional human resource

capabilities and capacities at national, sub-regional and regional
levels for disaster prevention and reduction

(iii) Development and strengthening of the political commitment and
the technical capacities for the integration of disaster prevention
and reduction into national development plans and programmes.
1

immediate objectives

(to be achieved before the end of 1995)

It is recommended that the following "Areas for action" should be initiated
and established before the end of 1995 (mid-term IDNDR Decade):
1.1
priority area 1
Identification arsd gathering of Informa
tion, on haxard, vulnerability and resources towards a cossprehensrve mapping of disaster prone areas

1.1.1 To identify existing and expected trends in.disaster-prbneneis in
Africa on short temi* especially with respect to drought, desertiilcaUon,

locust and windstorms, as a basis for disaster management policies and
strategies,
■

-..-■ ■'■■ .--;■.-■:. '■:■.:'■■■,'

Success criteria

■ ■■■■:■ ■.,-..■ ■'■■;■,-■..;.;-

-

•■■■

..-.•.■

r. _-

-■'■k By the end of 1995^existingande^pected,trer)dS;in disaster/prorieness in A&ica on short term are kno^wjTpr all disasterprone African countries and sub-regions are known, and

agreement has been reached on the format and contents of a

■ V:v forecast and morutonVrg system for long-onset (drought,
desertification etc.) and fast-impact (floods,^cyclones, earth
quakes etc.) disasters for the disaster-prone African countries,
sub-regions and the entire continent.
■ ---. Qiiantiflabteoutputyindicators:

-

,

:

:

■'-,-.

■.,-,■ ;_ .,.

,•....;

,.

.

...

,.■ (a)
A full report on expected trends and an report on
. ; forniat and contents of a monitoring and forniat system has
^ been sybnuued and.approved at national, sub-regional and
,;ieontinenial)e\els by 31 Deceniber;1.994: The report includes
.: ;jboth high-tech forecast mcihodplogies, and traditional, indigr
enous mcthcxis proposed by grassroots organizations.

■-:*:

(b)

i'

One major disaster-prone sub-region has com-

pleted itsfast-impact and long-onset disaster forecasts for the

::
-■■.:■■■.< ■..■■■

next 5 - 10 years as an operational model for the other subregions, including hJghrtechan<dgrassrc<^ methods.

1.1.2 >To:UnprQV'e'and,>^sut4in^Vexist|ng.daU'^ftClion and dissemi
nation of information, including systematic dau base development for
disaster management, project formulation, fund raising, prpi?£t monitor
ing and project evaluation in disaster-prone African countries and subregions. '■:■>■ ■ ^■■-.•11

.

■•-:■•

;■ V.':

Success criteria:

.

-;" ■■■'"--■■ ■' ■ ■

'■/.•■■

■

. ■

■"'

:■"'■

■- .

'■-,-■'■

.

.: ■ ■

.-.

'•■..

■

'■,■■. ■.:■■■:■-,-;

'By die end of 1995 existing data coUection and dissemination
of uifomiation for disaster management.-? linked with devel■; ■:.■':
■, dpniental and envirorunental data systems - will have been

0 ■inye1FitorWd..and/streamJ^
.;■: ■, aspects: Cheaith, agriculture, urbanization etc.),in at least 50%
of all disaster-prone African countries and sub-regions.
15

Quantifiable output indicators;

(a)
A report on existing daU.Golleaiofi and-disseminar
tibn of information for disaster management ina.(Jeast50*bo/

':
,. '■■•

ihedisa&er-prorieAfricanicountriesai^^

submitted and approved. The report includes methods for on?
the ground data collection by grassroots organization.

(b)

The recommendations in the report are tested, .and

Miple^entedxnat!eastc«edis^er-proneregiorii as a model

'

12

for the other disaster-prone countries and svb-regions.

priority area 2

Development and strengthening of in

stitutional capabilities and capacity for disaster reduction,

1.2.1 To identify, and evaluate the institutional structures for disaster
management at the national, sub-regional and continental level to
implement the above policies and strategies, indudingihe necessary legal
control, enforcement & incentive mechanisms, and lo identify and
evaluate ''grassroots' frameworks for active participation in the planning,
implementation and maintenance process of disaster reduaion pro
grammes at community, local , national, sub-regional and regional level
Success criteria:

i

r

By the end of 1995, at least 50% of the disaster-prone African
countries and sub-regions will have identified and evaluated
their existing institutionsand frameworks for disaster manage
ment at the government and non-governmental levels, able to
successfully and independently manage all disaster situations;

'•'■-''

■

Quantifiable output indicators:

--u.

(a)

A report, with a full identification and evaluation of

existing institutions and framework for governmental and
non-governmental organizations involved in disaster man
agement for at least 50 % of the disaster-prone African
countries and Sub-regions will be completed and suggestions

•

for improvement and strengthening approved.
■ (b)
■■' One disaster-prone sub-region will have imple
mented the necessary structural re-organizations in at least
50% of the disaster-prone countries in that sub-region

<c)
mental

Agreement has been reached between the govern
and non-gpvemmehtai organizations involved in

disaster management in this sub-re#6n about the respeaive
responsibilities of government^ and NGO organizations

} 2.2

To.Wemorize and evaluate the tedinical & Socioeconomic

^pacitiesfbr risk redu^ion^ann
maintenance at "the community-, local-, nationals stf&regional and
continental level both at the official and 'grassroots'levels.

....

Success Criteria:

By Uie end of )9^5/at least 75% of the disaster-prone African

counties and sub-regions will have identified and evaluated

their governmental and non-goverhnienlal capacities for
disaster management, and provided recommendations for
strengthening, to staff the new institutional framework for
disaster management

>■•'

ujble output indicators:

(a)

A report with full inventories and evaluation of at

least 75^0 of uSe disaster-prone countries and sub-regions w^

have been completed and approved
<
(b)
The report equally includes recommendations for
improvement for governmental and grassroots organizations
capadties for disaster management

(c)

One sub-region has! implemented thestaff capacity

requirements at the govefnmentajand grassroots level in at
|ei,st25 % of the^disaster-prone countries^ in that region as a

mc>c3el for the other sub-regions
1.2-3 To inventorize, analyze and evaluate existing tradition ^African
■'.fccjp'ing-mCcjTdnisms* 16 Cope wiih the efTects of fast-impact and longohset 'disasters'.

Success crilen'a:

;r'--l■■'"'

■= : ■■'-.=

-

:■_■,■

By the end of 1995, at least 50% of the disaster-prone African
countries and sub-regions: have identified, analyzed and
17

evaluated African-cultural rooted 'coping mechanisms* for the
disaster reduction programmes

Quantifiable output itidicatoh:
(a)
A report, providing a full identification, analysis and
evaluation of indigenous African 'coping-mechanisms' with
potential for further application will havebeen completed and
submitted for approval by at least 50% of the disaster-prone
countries and sur^regions.

(b)

The report, prepared by grassroots organizations in

cooperation wiih relevant national institutions, has

been

tested successfully by government and non-government
organizations jointly in at least one su b-region and 2 5% of the
disaster-prone countries inthat region.

1.2.4

To provide and address, on priority basis, disaster management

training for 'grassroots' capacities. Difficult issues such as the relationship
between environmental degradation, disasters and poverty should be
discussed with - and made dear to - the (potentially) affected population
groups, in order to enable their active and full participation in decisionmaking
Success criteria:

,

-

By the end of 1995, sufficient training capacities have been
build up in at least 50% of the disaster-prone African countries

and sub-regions at thecommunity, local, national and subregional level for government andnon-government organiza

tions to enable active participation in decision-making at all

levels.

Quantifiable output iridicators:

;■;,■■■■

(a)
A report will have been completed and approved,
indicating capacity needs for training at the various levels for
governmental and grassroots organizations. The report indi
cates ways and means how to cope with the training 'backlog'
for grassroots organizations

(b)

Disaster management training have reached at least

25% of the required capacities at government and grassroots
levels in at least 25 % of the disaster-prone countries and sub-

regions.

1.2.5 To initiate the sensitization and enhancement of the conscience of
African individuals^ organizations and governments for greater involve
ment of Africans in humanitarian activities, including the active use and

foil' participation of professionals among the refugees, and displaced
persons in disaster areas. This should also include the fell involvement

Success criteria:

By the end of 1995, at least 20% of the population, organiza
tions and governments of disaster-prone countries should be
prepared to actively participate in these activities
Quantifiable output indicators:

(a)
A report and brochure, explaining the ideas of this
objective has been prepared and translated in all languages
and a format which can be understood by ail parties involved
(b)

Participation of 90% ofgovernmentsand NGOs has

been achieved
<c)

Participation of 90% of Refugee Organizations has

been achieved

(d)

Practical use of professionals under refugees has

been successfully demonstrated in ai least 5 refugee camps
(e)
A report about the involvement of youth organiza
tions in disaster management has been prepared and ap

proved by at least 50% of the governmental and NGOs of
disaster-prone countries and sub-regions.

\ .2.6

To initiate the exploration of the possibilities of using the national

defence process in logistical support in disaster management activities.
Success criteria:

By the end of 1995, at least 75% of the disaster-prone African
countries and sub-regions should have initiated and explored
the possibilities of using the national defence units for

logistical support in disaster management activities
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At least 75 % of the disaster-prone countries and

sub-regions have submitted a report concerning use of

regional organizations for regional and continental use of the
(c)

Recognition is received from the various world

bodies in this respect

1.3

priority ai°ea 3

political commitmen

tlon of disaster s^dncelosi ks£o siatlossal development pl&ns and

1.3.1

To adapt existing policies & strategies, inline with the recommen

dations in the IDNDR report to be submitted to AMCEN, for the different
■fast-impact1and long-onset1 disaster types at the community- local-,
national-, sub-regional- and regional levels for:
- |>ost-disaster rescue, relief, rehabilitation Sl reconstruction
as an integral part of the pre- and post disaster cycle.

■•■■■■- early warning for both fast-impact disasters such as floods,
cyclones and earthquakes, and early warning and monitoring

systems for long-onset disasters such as drought, desertifica
tion, and soil erosion.

- the provision of preparedness measures in central locations
with good access to potentially vulnerable areas.
■ - " pre-disaster risk reduction measures, to protect existing
developments against disasters

-

identification of 'causes* of disasters through improved

developmental and environmental management.
The above strategies and policies for integrated disaster management

should be 'translated' for the sectoral approaches such as health,

agriculture, forestry, industrialization, rural-urban migration etc. in rela

tion to fast-impact and long-onset disasters.

Success criteria:

Each disaster-prone region has prepared draft policy-

and strategy documents for disaster response and disaster

reduction, including the links with developmental and envi

ronmental management, and submitted .for.comments to the
disaster-prone countries in the sub-region.

(b)

,

These sub-regional reports include recommenda

tions - as submitted by grassroots organizations - wiih.speclflc
reference to full, participation of the affected .communities in
planning; implementation and maintenance of these policies
and strategies. :

-L,

■

_-.'.;--

(c)
One sub-region has - in close cooperation with
grassroots organizations - tested and approved these policies
and strategies, as a model for the other disaster-prone regions

1.3.2 : To inventorize and evaluate existing and planned disaster reductionprogrammes in Africa. To 'communicate and disseminate the positive

and negative lessons learned', to'all. disaster-prone African countries,
especially those experiences gained by the: victims of disasters
Success criteria;

By the end of 1995, the existing, ongoing and planned risk
reduction programmes are, in at least 50 % of the disasterprone African countries and sur>regions Lnventorized and

;

evaluated, and the 'lessons Seamed' distributed

. Quantifiable output indicators:

(a)

:-.

...•_..

■

.

.,

■■/

..

;

■.„■:..

A report indicating, existing, ongoing and planned

disaster management projects all over Africa has been com
pleted, including evaluations and lessons learned in at least 50
•

■

:-

% of the. projects.

(b)

■

■..;..,■-..

, .

,:

"Hie lessons learned in the various projects have

levels in a language and format they understand-

1.4.1

To develop policies and strategies fordonor support for disaster

management, including criteria and standards tot donor support.

By the end of 1995, draft criteria and standards have been
developed for policies and strategies for donor support to

/ .

government and non-government organizations and haver
been submitted to all (=100%) disaster-prone African coun
tries, sub-regions for their comments and approval

~)uantifiable output indicators:
(a)
Tlie report, prepared by governmental and grassroots

organizations jointly and distributed in a language and format
which is understood by all involved, has been approved by at
least ;50 % of the disaster-prone countries and sub-regions
The report has been sent to the most important biresponse from at least 75 % of the donor organizations.

1.4.2 To stimulate and initiate mechanisms for domestic mobilization of
resources in financing disaster management projects. This should include
actions to initiate the establishment of an African Trust Fund for the
financing of disaster management projects and programmes, linked with
the existing Drought-and Famine Fund,,
Success criteria:

... ■ .

.

■

By the end of 1995, agreement has been reached how at least
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50% of all funding for disaster mamgemerit

be generated from domestic funding sources.
Quantifiable output indicators;

(a)

Report approved by at least 1$% of disaster-prone

countries and sub-regions

(b)

.. .::

Report approved by at least 75% of domestic

iundtng organizations

2

Medium term objectives

(Xoik achieved beforethe year 2000)

; : \

It is recommended that the foUowing"Areas for action" should be initiated
and established before the year 2000 (end of IDNDR Decade):
2 1
priority area I
Identification and gatheringof informa
tion bri hazard, vulnerability and resources towards a comprehen
sive mapping of disaster-prone areas

2.1.1 To identify future trends in disaster-proneness in Africa on
medium and longer term, especially with respea to drought, desertifica

tion, locust and windstorms, as a basis for disaster management policies
and strategies.
Success criteria.-

-/

By the year 2000, a complete , reliable and systematic forecast
and monitoring system for long-onset (drought, desertifica
tion etc.) and fast-impact (floods, cyclones, earthquakes etc.)
disasters will be fully operational for the disaster-prone
African countries, sub-regions and the er^ke continent. The

technology and techniques should be to line with the preyaii•

ing state bf the art.

=\ ■■; f ■: ;■■.•;.-

:/

2;1.2 To improve the collection and dissemination; of inforniation,
including systematic data base development for disaster management,
23

project formulation, fund raising, project monitoring and project evaluation

Success criteria:

By the year 2000 a complete, reliable and systematic system

;

for the collection and dissemination of information for disaster
management, linked with other relevant data systems will be
fully operational for at least 50% of all disaster-prone African
countries and sub-regions, in line with the state of the
techniques at that time

2.2
priority area 2
Development and strengthening of In
stitutional capabilities and capacities for disaster reduction

2.2.1 To identify, evaluate and strengthen the institutional structures for
disaster management at the national, sub-regional and continental level
to implement the above policies and strategies, including the necessary
legal control, enforcement & incentive mechanisms, and to; identify,
evaluate and strengtfien "grassroots' frameworks for active participation

in the planning, implementation and maintenance process of disaster
reduction programmes at community, local , national, sub-regional and
regional level

;<;

Success criteria: ;'-': ■
'■>..■■
1 By theyear 2000, at least 90% of the disaster-prone African
countries and sub-regions will have restructured their institu
tions and frameworks for disaster management at the govern
ment and non-governmental levels to be able to successfully
and independently manage the disaster situation

2:2.2 To inventorize, evaluate and strengthen the technical & socioeconomic capacities for risk reduction planning, management, imple
mentation arid maintenance at the community-, local-, national-, subregional and continental level both at the official and grassroots levels.
Success criteria-

By the year 2000; at least 75% of the disaster-prone African
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■countries and sub-regions will have.sufficiently strengthened
their governmental and non-governmental capacities to suc

cessfully staff the new institutional framework for disaster

2.2.3 To inventorize, analyze and evaluate existing traditional African
'coping-mechanisms* to cope with, the effects of fast-impact and longonset disasters and to translate,these mechanisms into fx>!icies strategies

for planning, implementation and maintenance ■Qf disaster reduction
programme's, fully rooted in Africa's indigenous culture.
SliCC&SS CTit&1~Ul;

■ ■

"•

'■' v' By the year 2000 -at least 50% of the disaster-prone African
Countries and sub-regions have: identified, analyzed and

evaluated African-cultural rooted 'coping mechanisms' for the
disaster reduction programmes, and translated them into
policies and strategies for planning, implementation and
: maintenance of risk reduction programmes:

2.2.4 To provide and address disaster management training ■equally to
government and 'bottom-up' capacities. Difficult issues such as the
relationship between environmental degradation, disasters and poverty

should be discussed with - and made clear to -.the<poientia!iy) affected
population groups, in order to enable their active-and full participation
indecisi6nLmaking

Success criteria:

-; -■•"

■

■■

■■.:-

-.■'.■'.■■

.

.

;

■

:

■■, .-

..■.."■

■.

■

By the year 2000, sufficient training capacities have been buiJd
up in at least-90% of the disaster^prone African countries at the
: community, local, nationaland su'teegional level for govern
ment and ■non-government organizations to enable active
participation in decision-making at,all levels.

2.2.5

To sensitize and enhance the conscience of African individuals,

organizations and'"governments for greater ■.involvement of Africans in
humanitarian activities, including, the active use and full-participation of
professionals among the refugees, and displaced persons in disaster
25

areas. This should also include the full involvement of the youth.

By the year 2000, at least 80% of the population organizations

and governments of disaster-prone countries should be
prepared to actively participate

2,2.6

To explore the possibilities of using the national defence process

in logistical support'in disaster management activities.

.

By the year 20G0, at least 75% of the disaster-prone African
countries and sub-regions should have.established national
defence units for logistical support in disaster management
activities

2.3

priority area 3/

'■:■■■ ■■--

Development and strengthening of

2.3-1 To develop hew policies & strategies, in-line with the recormiiendations in the 1DNDR'submitted to AMCEN, for the different TasHmpact'

and 'long-onset1 disaster types at the community- local-;, national-, subregional- and regional levels for;
- post-disaster rescue, relief, rehabilitation & reconstruction

as an integral part of the pre- and post disaster cycle.
- early warning for both fast-impact disasters such as floods,
cyclones and earthquakes, and early warning and monitoring

systems for long-onset disasters such as drought, desertifica
tion, and soil erosion.

-

systematic and cost-effective provision of preparedness

measures in central locations with good access to potentially
- vulnerable areas. ■■ "

"

' - "

- Pre-disaster risk -reduction

•"

"

■■■'■'

measures,-in-.the form of

improved land management and strengthening of structures

-and ^infrastructures, to protect existing and future develop-

ments against disasters
-

The 'causes*

developmental and environmental management.

The above strategies and policies for integrated disaster management
agricu&ure, forestry, industrialization, rural-urban migration etc. in rela
tion to fast-impact and long-onset disasters.

By the year 2000, at least 75% of the disaster-prone African
countries and sub-regions will have been prepared, tested and
approved their policy- and strategy documents on disaster
management for the different long-onset and fast-impact
disasters at the community, local, national, and sub-regional

2.3.2 To inventorize, evaluate and monitor systematically and continu
ously existing, ongoing and planned disaster reduction programmes,
activities and projects in Africa. To communicate and disseminate the
positive and negative 'lessons learned1 to all disaster-prone African
countries, especially those experiences gained by the victims of disasters
Success criteria:

By the yea? 2000, the existing, ongoing and planned risk
reduction programmes are, in at least 90 % of the disaster&ted and monitored, and the lessons learned systematically

2.4.1

To develop, and approve, policies and strategies for donor

support for disaster management, including criteria and standards for
such support.
Success criteria:

By the year 2000, dear criteria and standards have been
developed for policies and strategies for donor support to

government and non-government organizations to ail (100%) disaster-prone African countries, sub-regions and the

2,4.2 To stimulate, initiate and develop mechanisms for domestic
mobilization of resources in financing disaster management projects. This
should indude the establishment t^ an African Trust Fund for the
financing of disaster management projects and programmes, linked with
the existing Drought- and Famine Fund.
Success criteria:

By the year 2000, at least 50% of all funding for disaster

management programmes should be generated from domes
tic funding sources.

(to be achieved before the year 2010)

The principle longer-term general objectives of the Plan of Action is to
initiative activities, to be completed by the year 2010, in the following

(a) sensitization ofAfrican governmenis, people and professionals on
the issue of disaster management and humanitarian activities;

<b) linking disaster management to existing machineries for conflict
management, prevention and resolution,

(c) linking disaster management to strategies for poverty eradication
in the context of environment and development;

(d) motivating and mobilizing human, material and financial resourc
es for the care of disaster victims;

(e) collecting and disseminating systematically comprehensive infor
mation on disaster, their management and the identification of

African experts as well as professional volunteers in
management in Africa;

(0 facilitating consultations and exchange of information and expe

rienced among African countries;
(g) Ofgkhizing training prograrnrnes and workshops in disaster man
agement, and relief operations;

(h) liaising and cooperating with other regional and international
organizations with similar objectives including national disaster
and relief organizations, Pan-African institutions, NGOs the UN
system, and social service organizations, and

(0 encouraging the formation or strengthening of national relief and
disaster management agencies in African countries.

Means of implementation

4.1 There are three key elements for the effective implementation of an
integrated strategy to reduce the effects and eradicate the causes from
disasters:

4.1.1. The major opportunity to develop and/or to implement measures
will come in the wake of a major disaster. This is due to the temporary
high profile of disaster preventive action which should be taken
advantage of to secure resources and decisions. Plans should therefore
be deve|6j>ed and, where tHere^re-technical -or other obstacles to their

implementation, they should ^maifttained in readiness for implemen
tation 'ait the appropriate tii^^siMh as when a disaster provides the
necessary opportunity for swtjft: action.
■ ■'■■■' ■'•■-/■■'■.• :l ■'■'■ ■ '■ ■ js! h".. , '

4.1.2.

■'.;.■

;

■

■

-,■-.-.

Experience indicates that the poor are most at risk* from disasters.

Priority is necessary for appropriate measures to protect the poor and their

property. Such measures of the strategy should include economic inputs
and community-level programmes. Full partieffSatioriof these communi

ties in the planning, implementation and maintenance will be mutually
beneficial for both the government and the communities as it creates
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4.1.3. A balanced implementation strategy includes fail-safe measures

which can be used if other measures are not acceptable or not relevant.
Therefore it is advisable not to confine disaster reduction to a single
measure, such as laws. Implementing disaster reduction planning is
strongest when there is an interrelated strategy of many parallel ap
proaches.

4.2.

M»'-

-

.::■■ ;

Resources

Resources in terms of sufficient funding, human resources and facilities/
equipment for the implementation of this ambitious plan of action on

short, medium and longer terra will be required. In line with Africans

initiative to achieve full self-reliance also in the field of disaster manage
ment, the required funding, human resources and facilities/ equipment
should be generated domestically. Therefore priority should be given to
identify domestic funding and human resources, to implement these short

, medium and longer-term objectives. Policies should also be established
for the identification additional Rinding from foreign sources and human
resources to complement the domestic efforts at resource mobilization,

in line with the policies and strategies developed and approved by African
countries.

4.3.

Manpower

Sufficient manpower, and institutions at all governmental and 'grassroots'
(NGO) levels should be available in time to enable smooth implementa
tion of the short, medium and longer term objectives. The systematic
identification, evaluation and strengthening of capacities at community,

local, national, sub-regional and regional level is therefore required and
a pre-requisite for achieving the success criteria and output indicators of
the programmes proposed in this 'Common Position Paper.
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5! 1,1 " Ihe immediate establishment of a PAN-AFRICAN TASK FORCI
member states and..'sub-regional organizations on the follow-up to the
World

Conference as well as monitoring and evaluating the'lDNDR

progress in the context' of the' interests "of the African region. Measures
should be taken to ensure the establishment of a joint secretarial thai
would provide technical backstopping to the African group in the

Yokohama World Conference as well as providing support in humanitar
ian programme and activities where necessary.
5.1.2

The TASK FORCE in collaboration with the joint secretariat, when

established, should advise on measures and mechanisms for translating

all major recommendations so far initiated on disaster management in
Africa into concrete national, sub-regional and regional activities and
programmes, as described in this ''common' position paper'

as well as

bankable projects including the mobilization of resources for that
purpose;

5.2,

The TASK FORCE should monitor and provide guidance to all aaivities
described in this cornniion position paper, by grassroots and government
organizations, and ensured good cooperation and coordination between
these professional groups at the community, local, national, sub-regioniaS

and regional level, along the lines as described under Success Criteria
(immediate, medium and longer-term) and Under Quantifiable Indicators.
The TASK FORCE should also assist in the practical preparation" of project
and programme documents, and assist in the negotiations with domestic
and foreign funding organizations

5-3.
5-3-1

■ EV;
Member states should establish focal points to follow-up 1DNDR

aaivities at national level and lease with sub-regional and regional
31

5.3-2 The TASK FORCE should also make the necessary provisions for
a continuous flow of project and programme evaluations, as described in
this common position paper. These evaluations should in the first place
be cai-ried out by NGOs and the direct project/ programme beneficiaries
at community and local level (especially for those programmes where
they are the prime 'implementers' and-beneficiaries. Hie TASK FORCE
3

ft

■_ "4

!

should also give the necessary guidance, and participate in a systematic

mechanism of continuous joint evaluations by OAU, UNECA, WHG/EPR,
UN/DMTP, UNHP, sut>region arid/or country involved, bi- arid.multilat
eral donoKs), in aSS projects and programmes as described in this
'common position paper*

$.4.

Establishment of a Trust

OAU, in collaboration with the TASK FORCE, should make the necessary

provisions for the establishment of a Trust Fund for the financing of
disaster management projects and programmes, linked with the existing
Drought and Famine Fund, (see medium term - and immediate objective
10)

For the preparation of the studies for the immediate and the most urgent
medium term objectives as mentioned in ihis "Plan of Action" an

estimated amount'of. US$ 40 - 50 million will be required. Additional
funding will be required for the planning implementation and mainte

nance of the disaster reduction programmes. The funding should in the
first place-be generated from domestic sources, through government and
non-government contributions and Africa-wide fund:raising actions

focused around the proposed Africa Disaster Day on 20 March each year,
(target 50 - 55 % domestic funding).

The studies indicated in this "Plan of Action" should ni3iniy be carried out
by African experts and expertise from government and non-government

organizations, and individual consultants, probably in cooperation with
African and foreign specialized institutions, drawing extensively from
recent experiences in the African continent
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5,5.

Aidvisory and tralnJUig services

5.5.1

The TASK FORCE shall provide advisory and training services as

5.5.2 One of the first services from the TASK FORCE will be to prepare
a WORKPLAN and the PROJECT DOCUMENTS for the Immediate
Objectives as indicated in this report.

These Project Documents should be prepared - in close cooperation with
OAU, the disaster-prone countries and sub-regions and grassroots

organizations concerned - after approval of the final document for the
Yokohama Conference in February by the OAU Council of Ministers, and
should be ready before the Yokohama Conference in May 1994, so that
implementation of the studies can start without dehy> subject to availabil
ity of sufficient domestic and foreign funding. An initial US$ 4-5 million
will be required to start the highest priority objectives.

